
Additional Clarification of Rules: Updated June 2020 
 
 
1. Pass Interference – Pass interference rules apply only during a legal forward pass play up to 
the point where the pass is touched by a player or falls incomplete. Physical contact is required 
to establish interference. 
 
Pass interference is contact that interferes with an opponent whilst the ball is in the air. It is the 
responsibility of the defensive players to avoid the opponents when players are running routes. 
This does not mean that there can be zero contact when contesting a catch. 
 
It is not pass interference when 2 or more eligible players are making a simultaneous and fair 
attempt to touch, bat or catch the pass. Eligible players of either team have equal rights to the 
ball, but it is the responsibility of the player in a disadvantage position to avoid the opponent. 
 
Unnecessary contact after a player has either caught the ball, or attempted to catch the ball is 
not pass interference, but rather illegal contact. 
 
2. Jumping in possession of the ball – Jumping is considered when a player significantly alters 
the height of the flags when leaving both feet at the same time. A jump cut, where the player’s 
overall height does not significantly change, but has both feet off the ground, does not 
constitute as jumping. 
 
A player pushing off the ground in doing so significantly alters the height of their flags, 
compared to normal running is committing a flag guarding foul. 
 
3. Diving – Diving is not just leaving the feet, but is also counted as bending forwards at the 
waist and therefore impeding a player from making a tackle. For the avoidance of doubt, 
players should attempt to keep from leaning forwards when running or reaching for the goal-
line, if opposing players are in a position to make a tackle. This form of ‘diving’ counts as flag 
guarding if a tackle is attempted or prevented from being attempted. 
 
As a side point, a player can only be considered to be flag guarding if an opposing players is 
attempting to make a tackle as, or in a position to attempt to make a tackle before, the flag 
guarding takes place. A player should not be called for diving on an accidental slip and instead 
should be considered to have ‘downed’ themselves at this spot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. A forward pass play is a play that is completed beyond the line of scrimmage. A forward 
pass is a pass that goes forwards from the point of release. These are very different. 
 
A team can only throw one forward pass per play. If using multiple passes in a play, all passes 
behind the LOS must be lateral or backwards. A forward pass completed behind the LOS is 
considered a running play – which is not allowed within the 5 yard line.  
 
Multiple handoffs/lateral/backward passes can be used inside the 5 yard line, but a final 
forward pass beyond the LOS must be attempted, otherwise this is considered a running play if 
the ball crosses the LOS. There is no penalty for a ball carrier being tackled in the backfield 
before a forward pass is attempted in this scenario. 
 



A hand off in-front of the QB does not count as a forward pass (i.e out of shotgun), but a pop or 
shovel pass does. A pass is a period in which the ball is released and is not in possession by any 
player. A handoff is the direct transfer of possession from one player to another. A player may 
throw a forwards pass, after a forwards handoff, provided there has been no other  previous 
forward pass in the play. 
 
For avoidance of doubt, the ball can only be thrown forwards once per play and only counts as 
a forward pass play, if it is completed beyond the line of scrimmage (or is touched by a 
defender) 
 
 
5. Right of place – This is given to a player who is stationary. A player must have clearly come 
to a complete stop, and established their position, to be given right of place. Running in front of 
a ball carrier and stopping at the last moment does not count as clear establishment of Right of 
Place, as it does not give the ball carrier the chance avoid contact. 
 
6. Time outs – By rule, these can still run up to a maximum of 90 seconds (60 TO, 5 Notification, 
25 play clock) As these cannot be altered by the rulebook, instead we will run with the 
agreement that if both teams declare ready before the timeout is over, the remaining TO can 
be waived and play resumed earlier that the full 60 seconds. This especially applies if a TO is 
only used for the purposes of stopping the clock with limited game clock remaining.  
 
7. Uniforms/Kits – Shirts should be tucked in and not hang below the beltline. A shirt below the 
beltline that affects the ability to tackle is considered flag guarding. Ideally, shirts should also 
have numbers, (unless teams are part way through an existing sponsorship agreement) at least 
on the back, if not both back and front. Shorts must not have pockets and should not have any 
detailing that conceals the flags. Flags must be of a colour which contrasts the uniform being 
worn. 
 
8. Snappers moving the ball – Once the referee has placed the ball down, the snapped may 
only roll the ball to put the laces into their preferred position, or tilt the ball for a better angle 
on the snap if snapping in shotgun. 
 
What players cannot do is rotate the ball 90 degrees, so that the nose and end of the ball are 
pointing along the LOS, as the ball is used to mark the neutral zone. The snapper also cannot lift 
the ball, then place it back down. Lifting the ball off the ground is snapping it. To place it back 
down and snapping again is an illegal snap. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. Safety – For a safety to occur, the ball carrier (the runner) must have carried the ball, under 
control into the endzone, through their own momentum. The runner must then be tackled in 
the endzone, while the ball also remains in the endzone.  
 
It is also a safety on the following: 

 Ball carrier fumbles in the endzone 
 Ball carrier steps out the back, or side, of the endzone 
 Lateral/backward pass in the endzone fall incomplete or goes out of bounds, as these 

also count as a fumble and are assessed from the position of the passer. 
 Defender makes an interception outside their endzone and under their own control, 

run into their own endzone and are then tackled 
 



It is not a safety on the following: 
 Ball is snapped over the QB’s head and falls into the endzone (even if touched by QB) 

as last procession was with the snapper. 
 Ball is extended beyond goalline, before tackle is made 
 Defender’s momentum from making an interception carries them into the endzone, 

before they are able to establish control  
 
When a safety is awarded, the team securing the safety are award 2 points. In addition, the 
team that secures the safety are awarded possession, with the ball being placed ready for play 
at their own 5 yard line (the same as if a turnover on downs). 
 
10. Spotting the ball – Referees now have a beanbag for marking the line of scrimmage, 
allowing for a much faster reset on an incomplete pass. When the ball is spotted, the nose of 
the ball should be in line with the end of the beanbag closest to the defense. By using a marker 
for the line of scrimmage, this allows for the linesman to move up the field more often, once 
the ball has crossed the line of scrimmage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Flag Football Full Referee Training 2020 
 
 

Requirements for teams this year: 
 
Teams that have played a season or more are now required to provide full referee crews for 
the dates indicated that they are to referee: 
 
Teams will need to provide a minimum of 3 referees per game that they ref, 4 is ideal and it is 
also recommended that teams have a 5th individual trained as a reserve. 
 
Rather than a semi-volunteer basis as previous, referees will be indicated as required as part of 
the schedule, e.g. week 2 @ 11am, Razorbacks are the referees.  
 
So what do we need to focus on outside the rules: 
 

1. Communication remains key. Referees should be explaining their calls, but should be 
doing so while the game remains moving, i.e. explain as the ball is being spotted, don’t 
stop the clock, keep everything flowing 

 
2. Use of hand signals, not only for teams benefits, but also other refs. Very important if 

the clock is meant to be stopping.  
 

3. Teams bringing the ball to the ref. Each team had their own ball(s) and one of these 
these should be brought in to the ref to start the drive. Offense is then responsible for 
returning the ball to the referee during the drive, or clearing the ball from the field at 
the end of their drive.  

 
4. Use of a beanbag to spot the LOS and ball position, allows for O-Line ref to move up 

field and a faster reset on an incomplete pass/penalty. Bean bag marks the front of the 
ball. 

 
5. Play clock starts and soon as referee is handed the ball, as spot is already established 

by beanbag, allowing for faster game flow. 
 

6. A greater level of contesting for the ball is allowed between players than what we have 
been allowing previously, while players still cannot target or go through another player, 
players should be given more leeway on contested balls…as long as players are playing 
the ball,  

 
7. Referees need to throw flags (to the spot of the foul) while play is ongoing, not decide 

there is a penalty after all is finished.  
 

8. Players MUST play with shirts tucked in, if they reach beyond the belt line. This is to 
avoid shirt pulls and shirts from covering flags.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Game Day Procedure 
 

First referees of the day should be arriving prior to the game starting, giving enough time to 
organise all required equipment and to perform all necessary field and player checks. 
 
Prior to game starting 
 
Referees should be aware of the assignments on arrival. 
 
One referee should be checking home team’s kit, boots, removal/covering of all 
accessories/jewellery and if the team is providing own footballs, that the balls meet the 
required minimum standards.  Another referee should be doing the same for the away team.  
 
Any violations should be reported to the head-ref, so that appropriate action can be taken prior 
to the game beginning. 
 
Head referee is responsible for the coin toss and communicating starting possession and 
direction of play with both teams and all officials 
 
During Game 
 
Head Referee 
 
Responsible for: Spotting the ball, declaring ready for play, 25 second play clock, counting and 
declaring downs, discussing and declaring penalties  
 
Beanbag should be used to mark spot of the ball, with the bag marking from the nose of the 
football closest to the defense.  
 
Looking at: backfield, QB and watching the pass-rush for blocking downfield/unnecessary 
contact  
 
 
Field Judge 
 
Responsible for: Defensive side of the ball, marking the 7-yard rush line, 20 minute game clock 
(per half) in 3 ref crews, signals for first downs, for touchdowns and out of bounds on their 
sideline, or in the endzone 
 
Looking at: Ensuring any rushers start 7 or more yards back when declaring, following the play 
down field, calling spots of catches, tackles and fouls downfield 
 
 
Linesman 
 
Responsible for: Offensive Side of the ball and line of scrimmage 
 
Looking at: False starts, either team lining up offside, fouls around the line of scrimmage, 
marking spot of catches, tackles and fouls around the line of scrimmage. Signals for first downs, 
for touchdowns and out of bounds on their sideline, or breaking the plain for the front of the 
endzone 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Side Judge  
 
Responsible for: Deep Sideline, same side as linesman, tracking plays deep, back line of 
endzone, furthest referee from the LOS in the defensive backfield – Keeps score 
 
Looking at: Pass Interference, marking spot of catches, tackles and fouls in the defensive 
backfield. Signals for first downs, for touchdowns and out of bounds on their sideline, or in the 
endzone 
 
 
Post Game 
 
Teams line up along halfway line and shake hands. 
 
Head-Ref is responsible for confirming final score and reporting to necessary group for 
updating of table/standings. Stats pages should also be collected and sent along as well. 
 
If last game of the day, all refs should ensure that referee equipment is correctly packed away. 
If not last game of the day, then equipment should be handed over to next referee crew. 
 


